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McPhee
Buzz.

The 43-year-old Princeton graduate,
who lives in Los Angeles, emphasizes
rigbt off the top that he's not psychic, he

'

doesn't read tarot canis or palms or horn-
. scopes. He has studied sleep disorders

and dreams in hospitals for more than 20

I

years. .
McPhee's interest in the field began

I when he was a kid "What fascinated me in
my own dream lire was that I was creating
my dreams but 1 didn't understand them,"
he said He was interested enougb to
study the psychology of dreams and
evolved into a dream interpreter_ "The
language of dreams Is becomiDg increas-
ingly better understood due to medical

advances ~ the field of sleep medicine,"
McPhee saId.

The Dream Doctor dispenses his knowl-
edge of dreams on his nationally syndicat-
ed radio show. Callers tell him about their

dreams and McPhee translates the sym-
bolism. He goes on for three or four min-
utes talking with the caller about how that

. symbolism fits into his or her life-
unlocking the meaning of the dream

"We all have similar dreams," he said in
a recent interview. "Dreams of falling,
cheating on your spouse or struggling
against feet that won't move are all com- diaty and, upon wakening, writing down
mon dreams," he said "The slow motion four things about your dream: Its key
dream of being chased is a metaphor for Image, your key feeling, where the dream
issues pressing in on us in our waking life. took place and what it reminds you of in
We are running away from our fears and your waking life.
responsibilities." Other tips to remember dreams are to

F1ying _ my personal favorite dream _ b:y to wake up slowly to stay in touch with
symbolizes confidence and ability to your subconscious as long as possible,
accomplish goals. On the other hand, get- think about how you feel waking up, i.e.
ting tangled up in power lines, not being

~
e, frustrated, happy, sad, worried; and

able to gain altitude or crashing - a fre. make a conscious effort to remember
quenl consequence of my llying dreams _ ur dreams before you go to sleep.
reflects obstacles in the way, according to WhIle few dreams slump the doctor on
the dream doc. his call-in radio show, some are unpre-

. "Dreamsare the headlinenewsofour dictableandpersonal.
I lives," he said. "It's interesting that we art A woman caUer divulged a dream in
: inundated with the news of the world on' which she was changing a baby's dirty dIs-

I

radio and television, but thal isn't the stuff per and found a mature anatomy instead
we dream about We dream about our loye of a baby's.

I
life, career, family relationships - those Her dream indicated to McPhee that

, are th~ big issues. So, ifyou aren't paying she was ~eaning up messes someone else

I aUention to your dreams,your spouse's was leavmg.
I dreams or your children's dreams, you "My husband, maybe?" she responded

\ miss what their issues are. It's very help- after hearing the interpretation.

. ~ ~ ~m! flu~t that,.._~~~ ... ...Dreamsare alwaysgoingto giveyou

You're about to nod off. The pillow
has been molded just the way you
like it and the covers are arranged

to seal all the cold air leaks. You're all

curled up and cozy. Fuzzy, dreamy images
begin to dance behind your eyes. Just as
you're about to make the transition to
sleep, your body jerks violently as if it's
falling. A bad dream?

According to Charles McPhee, aka the
Dream Doctor, it's not even a dream.
"When that happens, there's a shifting of
balance in your inner ear. It's a hypnotic
jerk. Your sense of balance begins to shift
as you're going to sleep and you don't feel

oriented on your bed IU\.Y-
more." There's a reason

they call it "falling asleep."
That's just one of the

mysteries of sleep and
dreams that McPhee

reveaJs nightly on his
Dream Doctor radio call-

in show from 10 pm. to 1
a.m. on 104.5 FM The

........

,The languageof
dreams is becoming

increasingly better
understood due to

medical advances in

the field of sleep
medicine.'

Charles McPhee,
The DreamDoctor

said He added that conversation

around the breakfast table, particu-
larly about children's dreams, helps
parents identify what may be both-
ering their kids.

Contrary to previous beliefs that
dreams are fleeting, Jastingjust sec-
onds, McPhee said people dream
about 100 minutes a night. And the
average person remembers only
about one percent of what they
dream.

He suggests keepinga ~

feedback. Then you have to decide what to
do to solve the dUemma, he said

A common dream among young women
is one with cats or animals. McPhee inter-

preted the dream of a woman who went to
her job as a waitress in her dream and
wound up kiUing animals with her bare
hands and tearing a eat's head off.

Most of us would only relate to the
dream's strangeness, but the dream doc-
tor lead the dreamer to its significance.
Animals, he said, symbolize children and
fertiJjty.

Probing into the woman's life, she told
McPhee that her husband wanted children

badly and immedlstely, but she wanted to
wait

Her dream affirmed the importance of
the woman standing up for herself. "It just
means you're not ready to have babies,"
he said.

McPhee, who has been on the air since
November, gets more caUs from women
than men, he said But men are catching
on and catching up.
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,The slowmotion
dream of being chased is a

metaphor for issues

pressing in on us in our

waking life. We are running

away from our fears and

responsibilities.' .
Charles McPhee
The DreamDoctor

Myths debunked
McPhee dismisses the myth that

when you dream that you're falling,
you'll die if you hit the ground. "A lot
of people have hit and no one dies,"
he said.

Another myth is that dreams may
be Interpreted as premonitions or
communications with the dead The
metaphysical is not even remotely
related to his dream research, he
said.

Another popular debate is whether
people dream in black-and-white or in
color. "If you asked someone In the
late 1800s that questions, they would
say in color," he said. The era of
black-and-white photography or film
was not widely known then. so the
debate then was a non-Issue, hI'
explained, .

"Before the 1950s, in all of the liter-
ature that exists that pertains to
dreams, the question of color never
came up. Freud did not raise It, nor
did Jung or any other psychoanalyst
of the early 20th century," he said.
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To talk with the Dream Doctor,
tune to WABT-FM, 104.5 The Buzz
and call toll free 1-877-77DREAM
between 10 p.m. and 1 a.m. Monday
through Friday, or visit
www.dreamdoctor.com.
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